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Your car radio doesn't support Bluetooth? No problem - with the Joyroom JR-CB3 receiver, you can comfortably listen to music in the car,
use  navigation  and  even  talk  on  the  phone.  The  device  supports  Bluetooth  5.3  and  is  equipped  with  2  noise-cancelling  CVC  8.0
microphones and is easy to operate with the built-in buttons. Simply connect the adapter to the radio, pair it with your smartphone and
enjoy your favourite songs!
 
 
User-friendly
With Joyroom, everything you need is at your fingertips. The adapter is equipped with several buttons, with which you can switch a song,
adjust the volume or handle phone calls at any time. It is also safe to use - it is protected against short circuits and overheating, among
other things. The device is also distinguished by a soft LED backlight that will help you locate the buttons in the dark.
 
 
Bluetooth 5.3
Enjoy  a  reliable  connection  and  fantastic  sound.  The  receiver  supports  advanced  Bluetooth  5.3  technology  for  even  faster  and  more
stable  transmission,  lower  latency  and better  sound quality.  You  can also  pair  up  to  2  devices  with  the  JR-CB3 at  the  same time and
switch between them freely. The product also allows you to play music from a memory card or equipment connected via an AUX cable.
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Ideal for calls
The JR-CB3 adaptor will give you great audio quality for phone calls too. The device is equipped with 2 microphones that will record your
voice perfectly. It also offers CVC 8.0 noise reduction technology and an IC filter to effectively eliminate unnecessary background noise.
With Joyroom, you can be sure that you and your caller will hear each other without any problems!
 
 
Plug&Play
Don't be afraid of complicated and time-consuming device configuration. The Joyroom receiver is extremely easy to use - thanks to the
Plug&Play system, all you need to do is plug it into your car radio. The 3.5mm jack connector allows for the transmission of audio signals
and the USB connector is used to power the device. What's more, you only need to pair the product with your smartphone once - it will
connect automatically every time.
 
 
In the box
Bluetooth receiver
3M adhesive sticker x2
User manual
Specification:
Brand
Joyroom
Model
JR-CB3
Colour
Black
Bluetooth
5.3
Range
Approx. 30m
Number of microphones
2
Power supply
USB

Preço:

€ 11.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, Adaptadores Bluetooth
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